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A COMPARISON OF THE IAITEML MOTIONS CAL-
FOR TAIiXES&3kti CONVXNTIC)HPLAIRFIANES
By Che.rlesW. Harper and Arthur L. Jones
SUM(4RY
A theoretical analysls of the late~al dynamic mot:on of t.@lles6 snd
conventional airplanes was m@e ~Qr a&p2e.n66 of twc.Iclasses . fighter
and heavy transport. Their reactims to a lateral gust and the control
power required (in coeffid.ent form) by each for eimple maneu’:erawere
determined and compared.
It is shown that no great difference should be expected between the
lateral motions that characterize the stability of the two types of air-
planee. The tailless airplanes show the @?eatest displacements for a
given disturbance and have the lea~t dampiqg in the oscillatory mode.
It appears unlikely that these oscillations can be made as small or as
highly damped.as for a conventional ai~l.ane. It is estimated that
some difficulty will be met in satisfying the re~uirement that lateral
oscil.Sationswith controls free damp to one-half tiplitude in 2 aycles.
The two types of airplanes require almost ident$cal aileron con-
trol power to perform a given maneuver. However$ the tailless airplane
required on~ a%out one-half to one-third of the directicmal control
power of the conventional airpke to perform a given msneuver, While
this is en advantage insofar as directional control requirement is con-
cerned, the low &mping in yaw which is l.ar~elyresponsj.blefor this
effect makes the airpl~e e~tremely susceptible to yawipg “disturbances
that are normally considered unimportant.”
INTRODUCTION
Acceptable dynamic characteristics of
.-
conventional airplanes are
obtained &rtial.& through certain design criterions which Gave been
established, and yartially through a trial-and-error process based on
past experience. This latter process has tieenextensively employed to
,choose the lehsrq’ characteristics of aii”planesbecause of a kck of pre-
cise flyingquali: Ies requirements. In the case of tho tatllesb alr-
phne, however, ~~ttle e~erience exists to guide the choice of lateral
characteristics. This fact was emphasized duri~ tests of a model-a
tailless airplane when it beceme apparent that only the va~ueet evalua-
tion could be made of the suitability of various measured &erodyuamic
character sties.
It wae thought that a theoretical i~vest:gation of the l.atoral-
control powsr required and the lateral-dynamic.stabilitiycharacte~istl.cs
of a conventional and tailless airplane ni@t clarify the situation to
some extent. A comparison of’@ control power required was obtained by–
sub~ectin~ the two t~es of airplanes tc certatn predetermined maneuvel’s
through the medium of the dynam‘c-motion ca.lc?ilationsoutlined in th$e
report under Method. These maneuvers and a gust condition app~ed to
these airplanes to reveal their inherent dynamic-stability characteris-
tics are described Mder Procedure. :
Sufficient wind-tunnel data were atiand to make these calculations
for the tailless an-plane and For a corwentional airphne of comparable
eize and expected performance. Wind-tunnel data were also available for o
tailless and conventional airplanes of the heavy transport class. A
similar analysis was made for these airplanes. It should be enphas~zed
that+he results of these emalyses apply to airplanee more or lees typ- ,
ical of their clase, and the results should not be ccneidered as an
absolute measure of the relative behavior’of teill.essand conventicmal
designs.
The stability characteristics in the form of%tabtM.ty derivatives
were either measured or calculated for the individual airplanes. With
one exception no attsmpt was made to evaluate the effect of c~in~
these characteristics, since It was thought that they were tyyical. The
one exception found neceeeary to consider was the vex5.ationh the yaw-
ing moment which is due to yawin~ of the tailless airplanes. It CSIl be
shown that, where vertical tins are mounted on the w~ngs, the yawlmg
moment, which IS due to yawl=, varies appreciably with the an@e af
yaw; whereas for a conventional airplane this effect is quilxnsmall.
T!husit might be expected that the motion of a tailless airylane will
vary between the two extremes of the three cases presented, rather than
closely followlng any one.
P130CEDUl+E
Four types of lateral motion were considered: (1) that following
entrance Into a sharp-edged lateral gust with co~trols flxed~ (2) zero
sides13p turns, (3) a 5° change in heading made with the rudder alone,
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and (4)
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a roll to approxima&ly 90° “oankand return,.using ailerons
The first two motions were investigated for all four airplanes
last two for the small airplanes only. It was not expected
3
that these maneuvers would reprebent flight cond~ti,onsexact&,, but it
was believed that they would show where appreciable difference= existed
between the dynamic lateral control and -stability characteristics of
tailless and conventional airplanes. in each casp t.he.a~Mne. ua6 :
considered to be near or at high speed. The altitudes -assumedwere ae~
level for the large a?.rplanesand,E2,000 feet for the fighters.
.,
The inherent @namic characteristics of an airplane are shown mcst
clearly by its reaction to an outside disturlmnce with the controls
fixed. A sharp-edged lateral gust.wae ccnsider~d the mo6t likely form
of outside dieturbanoe tit would’ke encountered in flight. ConseqwntJ~,
for each airphne the complete lateral motion was computed for a 10-
seccgd period fol.lcwing:ts entrance into a.,eharp-edge’d.lateral gust.
‘It was thought that any differericesin tilecontrol reqtiirements-”for
each’t~e of airplane could be Seep tkrough the difference in control
coefficients required to.make Q zero .s$deslipturn. These’coefficients,
therefore, were computed for each airplane for turns extendi~ over”vaq=
.
ing @tervals of time but having equl~~um ~+les of,~~ (300).
. .. .
b The two additional investigatio~ were made On small .s@?@IGs .~e-
cause it was believed that these would show to some bx~ent’the ease
with’-whicheach type could be rapidly maneuvered. Fl&ght..e~e&ience
has shown that fighter airplanes unable.ti”make a-slight change in h6ad-
. ... ..—.:
ing ~ithout e~tpqs.ivec?,ntrolcoord$nati~~:,are~satisfa-c$-my: It was
expecte”~that”’t”kerej.ative”-&@unts ----.ofcoo~”dinationreq,u~.e~.fbrthe
two %,~es of airpl~es could theref&e be Ju&ed fro~ tie rektive
amounts of sidesl.ipand roll developed in each ca$q...S$W@r, ~eastinc
led to the investigation of”l%e rayid roll manbu,ved.
..- -,-- . ..’ .-
COE?FICIENTS AND E7@lBOLS
.,,. . -. .
The coefficients and symjols def&d herein are referred-to the;
system of stability ~es in which the X-axis is in the @.ane of sym..
metry and is parallel to the relative air stream,the Z-axis is “in the
P@!3 of synmetry and is perpendicular to the X-axis, sndtheY-axis
is perpendicular to “ti&pkne’of symme~. The coeff~cients .&ndsym-
bols are defined as fO~OwS:.
.-
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coefficient
(
yawin~ moment
qsb )
(“ide forceside-force coefficient qs )
rolling acceleration
(
rolling tion&n”t
k“ )
yawing acceleration
(
yawing moment
I )
ei.de-forcecoefficient ( “i~:f”rc”)
mass of airplane,
mcment of inertia
moment of inertia
slugs ~
about X-sxia~ slug-feet square
.,
about Z-axis, slu~-feet square
*
air density, slugs per cubic foot”
wing span, feet ,
wing-area, 8qua&e feet ,
distance from’the center of gravity”of the airplane to the hin~e
line of the verttcal tail, feet
effective airplane angle of attack, radians
acceleration due to--gravity,feet per second squared
the nth root of the stability Tdtitic
velocity along X-axis, feet per second
dynamic pressure
“(+”0’
pounti per t3quarefoot
sideslipping component,ofvqloci~y,feet per second
rolling velocity, rad,iansper second
yawing velocity, radians per second
angle of bank, radians except as otherwise indicated
\
.
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angle of sideslip, radians except as otherwise indicated
angle of yaw, radians except as otherwise indicated
rate of chemge of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of side-
—
slip (5Cz/~B), per degree ,
rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient with angle of side.
slip (bCn/bgI),per degree
rate of change of side force coeffic~ent with angle of shlesl~p
fb+~}j per de~ee ‘,
rate of change of rol.ling-mme~t coefficient with.wing-til?he~~x
—
-3.. (acJa*’)
rate of change of yawi~-molnent coefficient with wing-tip helix
rate of change
(bCz/b~
rate of change
(
,r~acn/a2u)o
rate of change
of
or
of
rate of change of
(
180 qSb
Ch ‘—
P ~ Izz)
rate of change of
(%
180 qS
——
plrm )
rate of charge of
(
bgS&
Czp 2U0 I= )
rolling-mogent coefficient with
.-
yawing-moment coefficient wi~
rolling acceleration with angle
rb/2Uo
—
O“ sideslip
yawing acceleration with angle of sideslip _
. . . —
side-force acceleration with angle of sideslip
.’
.’.
rolling acceleration with ra~g.of roll , “
%
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METHOD
.,.
This section is intended as a #@de antireference .tothe methods
used and the data needed in making the dynamic calculations required
for the proced~e~ just discussed. .Sigce this.typeof calcu~tion i~
quite laborious and’complicated and is not generally femiliarj”the”
&tails of these calcu~tions will
to anyo~e who haa not made or does
lations,
The ’S”tablfityd&ivativea for
wind-tunnel tests made in the Ames
reference 1. For the two tailless
not be o; great ihterest or concern
not contemplate making”such calcu-
etih-airpb were ‘obti&d”frOm
7- by 10-foot win&tunnel and from
airplanes the three values of ~P,
which were due to the vertical tail, were estimated from the resulte-
of oscillation exper@ents made on a model of a ta3N.ees airplane.
The physical prop&t$es @ the airplane were obtained frcm the manu-
facturer. These data are presented in table I. The relative sizes
and forms of the airplanes investigated are sh~ in fieure 1.
The method:use~ to compute the fiotionof the airplane following
a unit acceleration’is outlined in tie appendix of this reyort. The
expressions for the constants required in the equations of motion
are tabulated in the apyendix and their values for the individual
airplanes are presented in table 11.
The method for comptidi”ng the ef’fectsof’unit &l&mrbances to
obtain the motion resulting from a gust is presgmted in reference 2.
The approximations made therein apply equally to this.report. For
the conventional airplanes, account was taken d the period of pene-
tration of the.airplane lnto,,thegust to.accougt for we del+y of the
reactions due to”the tkil. No delay of aiiytype wa’scon.islderedfor
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the tailless airplanes. In addition, the motion of the airplane with re-
spect to the ground was determined as outlined in the appendix.
In order to.find the yawing acceleration required to make aid hold
a 5° change in headin& the methcd outlined in reference 3 was followed.
It Is possible to determine the motion resulting froraan irregular dis-
turbance by using a grayhical solution of CarsonXs integral when the
motion resulting from.unit dlsturbuce is known. In a similar manner
it is possible to’detezmdii.ethe necessary veriation of the irregular “
d.isturb-ce when the desired motion and the motion result-i- frcm unit
disturbance are lmown. The necessary variaticm of yawing acceleration
with time was first dete~ined. such tmt the airplane experienced a 5°
change in heading in 1* seconds and maintained this heading thereafter. “-
The oscillatory tendencies of the airplane were thus reflected in the
required yawing acceleration which oscillated rapidly about a mean
value. It was considered unlikely that a pilot would perfcum a corre-
sponding control nm.neuver,end hence the yawi~ acceleration was var:e&
approximately as the mem of the osci~ato~ curve previously deter-
mined. The airplane was then free to oscillate, tbe only restrictions
being that a 5° change in hedl$mg was reached in ~ seconds and that at
r no time during an oscillation did the airplane deviate more than 0.5° .
from this heading. —
l The roll maneuver end the required rolling acce~eratlons of the
airplane were dete~ned ti a manner similar to that previously dis-
cussed. The approximation made in the equations of equilibriu?uthat
Bin p = q introduces an~preciable e??~o~into these results where
q becomes as great as 90 . AccQrd’ingly,the displacements computed
for this maneuver sho~d not lJee~ected to predict closely ~hose that
would be measured in flight. It @ ‘c)elteved,however, that this error
does not invalidate the conclusions drawn as to the difference ketween
the motions of tailless and conventional airplanes.
Itis not necessary to solve the equaticns of motion for a unit
disturbance to determine the rolling and yawing accelerations required
to perform a perfect (zero sideslip) turn. The procedure folb%%d was
that outlined in references 4 and 5 wherein the variation Of the engle
of bank with the is predetetined, zero sideslip specified, and the
necessary yawing sm.droufig accele~ations computed from the equation
of equilibrium.~For each airpl~e the wi~ engle of bti”tias held
at 30° ~d the length”of t- in which the ~euver was complet&d was
varied. The yawing and rolling accelerations required to perform the
maneuver were then reduced to standard NACA mcment-coefficient form.
.
All motions are represented iq terms of &isplacement (angles or
distance) rather than rates of ale-placement(velocities)for easier
.
visualization.
8. DISCUSSION
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The complete dynamic lateral motion of an airplane can be ex-
pressed analytically as three m,des of the motion which are functions
of the roots of the stability equation.,
It is from these roots that the damping and, in one case, the
period of these three modes of lateral motion are obtiined. A di.H-
cussion of these roots snd of their significance is presented in
this section along with the discussions of the results of theinves-
tigations of+he maneuvers end gust conditions to which the airplaneQ
were subjected by mathematical siuwd.ati.ori.
A discussion of the motions resulting from unit accelerations .
applied to the airplane Is also inclutid in this section. These
motions sre the basic variations of tha motion of the airplane re-
sulting from an external disturbance &ridcan be compounded into the
motion resulting from any explicit gust or control-mrface deflec-
tion.
Roots o~%he
For the de~ees
Stability Equation and Their Si~tcance
of freedom considered herein, the stability
equation is a quintic having, ge~erally, twc real roots, a pair of
conjugate complex roots, and a zero root (indicatingno inherent
tendency of the airplane to hold a particular compass headl%]. one
of the real roots (Al) is small, correspond to a slow turning and
banking motion,and can be nsgative (spiral stability} or poGitive
(spiral instability). The other real root (X2)”is, at low Mft coef-
ficients, large and negative and corresponds to Q highly demped
rollinflmot#on of the wings relative tothe air. The pair of con-
Jugate cor@exr Qots correspond to a ccxpbinedrollin~, yawing, and
sideslipping oscflla~ion (t’Dutchroll”). The real part of this root
is usually small end can be negative (oscillatoryconver~ence) or
positive (oscillatorydivergence).
The values of the vsrious roots, the time to increase or de-
crease the empli,tudea given emount, and the period of the oscil-
lations are giyen for each air lane In table ~.
7
AlrpMes 1, 2
(cases aandb), and & (case a show spiral instability. hno
case is this sufficiently pronounced to be considered objectionable.
It should be noted that the spiral Instability of the tailless air-
planes occurs because of a low damping in yaw (Cnr) rather than
high directional stability as in the<usual case. The roaistance to
rolling is high for each case considered and hence this motion is 60
.
.
,.
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rapidly demped that it may be ignored aft&& a fracticn of a second.
The extremely high damping exhibited by airplane 3 is due to a low
moment of inertia in rolling and not to clifferi.ngaerodynamic charac-
teristics.
The most significant difference between the motions of the con-
ventional and tailless a~~s apyears in the oscilhtory motion.
This motion is damped for all the airplanes ‘cutis much more rapidly
dampbd for the conventional tirplanes.
The Teriod of oscillation of the tiaillessairplanes is about 50
percent greater than that of the conventional airpl&.n6s. It wag
found that increasing the damping (C&) of the tailless airplane has
little effect on the period of the oscillations but apyrectably in-
creases the damping of this motion. A requirement for satisfactory
flying qualities states tiat $he control-freela.teraloscillation
e ouh ld always d- to one-haIf emnlitud.1in 2 cycles. (See reterence
6.) With controls fixed, airphe 1 @s to one-half smplitude in
one-half cycle and airplane 3 in 1 cycle. It i5 probable that W-ith
controls free these airplanes would satisfy the preceding require-
ment. Airplane 2 requires 2 cycles to dsmp to one-hau amplitude
with the lowest value of C& and one-ha3f cycle with the highest
values of C*. The reduction in directional stabtli.tywith controls
free would therefore tie the airphe ~satiafactory in this respect
with the lowest -d probably with the medium values of ~r. Air-
plane 4.requires 4 cycles t? damp to one-half amplitude with the
lowest value Of Cnr and 1 /2 cyclss with the highest value of C&.
It is doubtful that this airpwe woud~et the preceding require-
ments with the controls free.
Motion Resulting from Unit Disturbances
The v~iations with time of the motions (in roll, yaw, and sMe-
slip) resulting from each of the three possible unit lateral accelera-
tions are shown in figures 2 to 19. These motions are used in com-
pounding the other motions investigated in the dynamic-motion calcu-
lations. Consequently, they are individually significant and reveal
directly interesting characteristics of the stability of the airplane.
The unit accelerations for the various airplanes correspond to the
following moment sad force coefficients:
1 “ 0.0541 II0.0870 i 0.01862 ,0332 .0433 ,01873 l OoIa .0057 .0041
4 .0038 “! .0041 ! .0032
-- .>
-,
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The variations In the size of the coefficients noted in the preceding
table are due to “thevariations In mass aml momeats of tn.ertfaof the
airplanes. It fs.evident, therefore, “thata tirect-compari.IYoh& the
magnitudes.of the.di.@acements for a given unit acceleration is not
valid. Howeverj since the magnitudes of the displacements.varydirocfi
ly with the magnitudes of the disturbances, it is a M@e matter to
esttmatethe .varlousdisplacements at a corista.ntco.efficlent ?or pm-
poses of comparison. Itshould be notstlthat the displacement scalas
used in figures..2to 19 are not consistent. Xach scale was chosei”
such that the variation of the motion could easily be s“eenand c~-
pared between airplanes. The relative magnjtude of the displacements
resulting from Wit accelerations in rol.ll.~w, and 6ideslip are shown
In figuree 2CLto 25.for the conventional,airpms but are ty@cal
also .ofthe t%i.llessairplanes. : - - ‘. ‘
A’discussion of this motion falls logically into’two parts, the
transitory-and the eventual motions. The first ts govartid ako8t
entirely by ’the oscillatory mode and slightly hy the heavily damped
rolling,represented by the. L2 root. P.roW.dedoscillatory cmve%=n~e
exists,the eventual laotionis governed entirely by the”sptial stabil-
ity or instability (representedby the Xz root).
The.lo.ngei?oecill.storyFeriociandlgwer oscillatory damping Qf
the tall.leesairplanes are quite evident,frqm these figg.ures.!i!hoee
characteristics are most noticeable.”inthe curves showing tihemotion
resulting from a side acceleration and in sfdeslipping, but the rel-
ative.magnitude of the v“iiriouamotions must be considered. Where
these osciallationsare large compared to the oveti-&l&mot30n} it is
apparent mat the increase in c~r Of the taille-ssairplane has a
major effect. Where the oscillations arb small compared tu the over-
all motion, the value of the damping, which is due to yawing, has a
negligible eff-t.
,,
For both types of airplanes, positive ti~lacemerits result frcm
positive accgletiationwith the exception of R and ~, in which
cases nsgative displaosments result from posit:ve accelerations. b
the case Of WL) positive accelerationscau~e a momentary ne~ative
displacement,&fter which the displqcer@n$ bacomea fid remains positive.
This initial negative .dtsplacementis.due to the negative YawlW @-
@meritresulting from a posi$ive rolling velocity.
The eventual motl.onof the”various airplanes is wholly ~nd6pend-
ent of type, depend3ng only on the exietence or nonexistence cf spiral
stability. With a steady application of positive rolliiig6r yawing
unit accelerations, the spirally stable &lrplanes reach a constant
positive angle of bank end”sideslip and a constant rate of yawing. A
positive unit lateral-forcd acceleration eteadi’lyapplied to a 8Pi-
rally stable airplane will eventually produce a constant negative
.
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angle of bank and a“constant posi~ive angle of yaw but no sldeslip. The
steady applicatioriof any of the positive unit accelerations to the spi-
rally unstable airplanes results in constantly increasing posi%i~e ar@es
, of ba@c, yaw, and sideslip. Little value can he gained through a at@y
of the various magnitudes of these aR@ar displacements since they rap-
idly exceed the li@ts imposed by the basic aaaumptions in the the”tiy-of
dynamic calculations.
Motion Resulting from a Sharp-Edged Lateral Gust
,.
The time histories of the angles of bank, yaw, an?isidesllp about
axes fixed in the airplanes are presented in figures 26 to 31 for a slde-
gust velocity of 10 feet per second. The amplitudes of the ar@lar de-
flections are directly proportlon~ %0 the size of the app~ied disturb-
ance. Consequently, these results would have the same characteristics
but different magnitudes for other gust velocities.
Transitory motion.- In general, the mean angular displacements for
the small airplanes are very small. The oscillatory moticna 12iougl--pre-
. dominant ead rapid are convergent. For the conventional ai~l&ne the
rate of dan~hg is greater than far apy case o“fthe tailless.
, A comparison of the large tailless and conventional airplanes dis-
closes the same differences in lateral-stabtlity characteristics as
previously stated. Their’periods of oscillation are frcm three to four
times greater,than for the small airplanes, %ut their xates of @rping
are slightly less.
For all airplanes the initial e@le of side~ltp UporienteZli@-the
gust is v/U. positive when the gust is from the right. .----Consequently,
the angle of zero ~ide~lip of the air@~e in the gust is at
-v/U. as
shown on the ~ scale of figures 28and 31. The tailless qnd the con-
ventional.airplanes oscillate in yaw about a heading different from
their original heading by an amowt equal to approximately the initial
angle of sideslip of the airplane. All oscillations in bank have a
mean value very close or equal to zero.
Eventual motion.- For a gust, as for unit disturbances, the even-
tual motion of the airplane investigated is largely a function of the
spiral stability. The stable cases will gradually recover to zero
angles of bank and sidesllp (with respect to the gust) and will even-
tually return to their original headings.
.
This recovery in heading
takes am infinite len@h of time, and this theoretical tendency of the
completely stable “airplaneexists no matter how many different disturb-
. antes the airplane encounters. —
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The spirally unstable airplane6 considered all turn to the right
.
(into the wind) with the exception of the large conventional airplane
which turns down-wind. This &o-#n-windturn restits frcm the delay of
the vertical-fin yawing reaction wl.iichis due to the time required for
the tall.of the airpl~e to penetrate t~ gust, The dire~tim in which
an unstable airplane turns C= be shown to be a fiumti.onof–this time
delay and hence a function of airplane size and forward velocity.
Motion with respect to the Rropnn.- The flight pat-hsend angular
displacements of the airp~es with respect to a set of axes fixed h
the earth are shown in figures 32 and 33 for the first lo seconds follow-
ing entrance into a ~0-f’oot-~er-secondla~e~ gust. Since the ratios of
forward speed to gust velocity considered are large, the displacements
vary almost directly with -t- velocity and the higher gust velccity can
be used to amplify the airplane motion.
These sketches of the flight paths g~ve a visual picture of the re-
sulting motion and bring out two Feints: (1) Spiral @tabllity to the
degree evident in these airplanes is not enough to cause any mrious dif-
ficulty in restoring an airp~e to its Udj.sturbed orientation when it
encounters a gust, and (2) For both sizes considered, the linear-side
displacements of the tailless airpwes are the smallest due to their
greater oscillations in yaw and sideslip.
Coordinated Twins
A typical variation of the angle 0$ @nk and the resulting rates of
rOlling and yawing for a zero sideslip turn are shown in figure 34. The
control accelerations in roll @ yaw needed to perform this maneuver
have been converted t-omoment coefficients and are presented In figures
35 end 36. The following table gives the approximate change6 b headings
of the large and small airplanes for the varinus periods
performing this maneuver.
of time used In
I Airplane
land2
I land2
lland2
3and4
3andh
13and4
Period. I‘Ch~e in heading(see) (deg)
30 62.3
15 31.1
15 13.1
7 6.1
2 1.8
.—
l
.
—
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The maximum accelerations required in both rolling and yawing become
larger as the periods grow ~ller. For bgth size anda given-period,
the relative magnitudes of the rolling-moment coeffici.~ts required are
. nearly equal for the two types of airplanes. This effect is reascpable
since aerodynamic characteristics in roll are not greatly affected by a
tail;
The yawing-moment coefficients for the mall. airplanes are ne@igi-
ble and have not been presented. For the large airplanes the yawing-
moment coefficients presented b figure 36 are also quite small. The
large conventional airpl&ne Deeds from two to three times the maximum
yawing-moment coefficients that the ,tailleseneeds with either the maxi-
mum or minimum damping in yaw considered. Based on equal control effec-
tiveness, the large conventio~l airplane would therefore Zequire sl.igh~-
ly greater rudder and aileron coordizla@on th@ the wge tailless air-
plane. The difference in coordination required of the small airpl~es
can be considered negligible.
It should be noted that the te~ “coordination” as used in the pre-
vious p.ragraph means the relative amaunts of.aileron and rudder deflec-
tion required of the pilot to make zero sideslip,twns. No consideration
has been givento tbe abtlity of the pilot to make the required control
motions speedily and precisely. It is entir?ly possible that if this
factor were considered a measure of the coordination required, the pre-
ceding conclusions would le radically altered. For ititance, the coordi-
nation required by the small airplane~ when interpreted as the control
de#’lectionmagnitude, is negligible as previously stated. When inter-
preted as the physical coordination required of the pilot to perform
precisely these control manipulations, the coordination required may be
considezwd lszge or perhape impossible. Further studies are certainly
needed to establish some norm of physical coordination before final
conclusions can be drawn as to the true handling qualities of these and
other airplanes.
..—
Since the rolling-moment coeff~ciaritsrequired of the two types of
airplanes were so similar, the effects or yaw which are due to the ai.ler.
ons were not investigated. It should be noted.,however, that the yawtig
control required of the tailless airplanes i.sso low that an appreciable
amount of favorable yaw which is due to the ailerons will require rudder
deflections opposing the turn.
The small amount of directional cmda’ol required of the tailless
airplanes points to a possible unsatisfactory characteristic of this type
.
of airplane. Given a rudder having conventional effectiveness it wcmla
be easy for a pilot to inadvertently overcontrol and thus initiate and
.
possibly enforce the large, slightly damped oectwaticn shown in the mo-
tion resulting from a unit disturbance.
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,. Rudder Tum . -,
The results of the rudder-turn calculations for th? small alrple.nes
are presented in fi~e 37 sh~ing the Y&in$ acceleration variation re-
quired for this maneuver and the resulting .an@es of yaw, bank, and slde-
r31ip. As previously stated, it was desired to nmke a 5° change of haad-
ing in @ seconds and to maintain that heading within half a degree
thereafter by a smooth variation of the applied,yawi~ecceleratim. In
two .ofthe three cases kvestigated these specifica$i.opswere -tj,but
for the case of the taille~.sairplane with the least damping,in yaw
(Cnr = -,0.005)no smooth yaw$ng acceleratic)ncould:be found that main-
tainedthe.change””in he~ding within half a degree. All *he applied yaw-
ing accelerations vat-yin a similar manner; a poeltive lb~”for the first
~ seconds and a negative loqp-that has not recrcitid the axes bylO’sec-
ends. These accelerations’ti6uldeventually beccmd poeltive “&g&Inbefore
dyi~out. . ~~ “ ~
,,
. .- .
,.
For the first 4 seconds of this maneuver the conventional airplane
required approximately“2.’~%Anesthe yawing-moment’:-coefficient,devel-
oped about the sameaigle of”sideslip and.b~eddightly ftither than
the taille&s airplane.- These ‘4seconds w6u113@ve a fighter, traveling .
100 miles per hour faster than its target, 2> second efiring.timewhile
closing iu from 200 to 75 yar-ds. To maintain this than.ge”inheading the
mxc.ventlonal atiplane re~uir6s a more ra~id buttionsiderably less “SUS-
.
tained controlmbtlun. The ’resultingoscillatory motion aO well a& the .
displacements in bank &ml sideslip vanish much sooner than they do”fcw
the taLl_le@#ai?qdiim.:‘-.’ ;--...,:~,...-..::..:..,-......”:.-
.,. .,
..
..... ,.,.
,“ ., ......-.”. . r“.. ..
:,... .
.. . .:..:.’ .,, .r ....-.. ..-----......----
.-—
-.-... ,..
,,
“AileronRoll ‘ ‘- ~“’ ““ ~“““”””
,,,
,.. . . . . . .. ..
The results of the calculations made to dete2mine the necessary va-
riations in rolling acceleration and the resultant angles of yaw and
sl.deslipduring a roll to 9@ bank end return to 0° are presented in f@-
ure 38. The effects of jaw which are due to tlieailerons have been ig-
nored W these results.- It-~hould be remembered that+theso &Lsplacement&
exceed the limitations imposedby’ the theory and hence only the relative
magnitudes should “beconsidered..’Sin& the rebults are largely qualita-
tive, the only ca% investigated for the tallle~s airplme Was that of
the highest value of damping which is due to yawing.
The variations with time of the control rolling-moment ccefficientg
required to com&te the maneuver are nearly identical for the two”air-
planes. They are of the same form as the correep~ding curves computed
.
for the coordinated turn maneuver”and involve first a positii.veand then a
negative control.m&i&n6f equal magnituite. .
.!,. ....,. .,.:.
.. .. ...... ....- ........ .......
.
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The resultsnt oscillatory motions in yawing and sideslippiw are
small for both airplanes, but the tailless again shows slightly longer
and less damped oscillations. The yawing mtion iS de~Yea until the
maximum angze of ?JS@ is reached after which it becomes positive snd op-
poses the Xetum to zero bagk.. The s@e@ipping motion is positive
throughout the major portion of the rollin&motiqri, thus oPPosiW3 the
inttial rolling ~dai.ding in the return.
Since it is unreasonable not to expect yaw due to ailerons, the ef-
fects of both ad’verseend favorable yaw due to ailerons were investigated.
Yawing acceleration curves based on yawipg-moment coefficients equal to
10 percent of the rolling-moment coefficients are .sho~ for faVorable
yaw in figure 39 together with the banl.dng,yawin& ad eideslipP@
displacements they effected. While the rolling-moment coefficient and
hence the resultant yawing-moment coefficients were al.most_eqyylfor the
two airplanes, the yawing acceleration experienced by the tailless air-
plane was greatest due to its smaller moment of inertia. This effect,
together with the lower damping in yaw, resulted in the tai~ess atrp~e
exhibiti& large end prolonged Dsctllations. While these~qcil.latione
also appeared in the notion of the conventional airpl~e when yaw, Whzch
was due to the ailerons, was considered, they were much less pronounced
and more highly damped.
The relative magnitudes of the ccmbined motions resulting frclnroll
and ailerca yaw ~ be seen by comparing figures w and 43 w~~cb S!YW~
for the tailless and conventional airplsnes, the a@.es of sidesliy, yaw,
and roll developed. It appears from these results that tailless desi~
will require a cereful consideration of the yaw, which is due to the ai-
lerons, if satisf%ctary flying qualities are to be obtatied. It is prob-
able that the beneficial effects usually associated with favorable yaws
which iS due to the’ailerons, ma~ be for a“tailless d-esignmoie than-
counteracted by the Undesireibleresultant oscillations=
The curves show that tbe yawin& smd si-deklip~i~’motiozlstie-
respectively positive and negative when favorable yaw is present end that
the maximum angle of’banl$(also the corresponding rolling velocity) is
increased by these beneficial ef~ects. Adverse yaw which is due to the
ailerons produces, of course, exactly the opposite results.
The dynamio lateral motion of the tailless airplanes considered does.
not differ greatly from that of the conventional ai&@anes of comparable
size. Both t~es showed oscillatory convergence and, for the various
. cases, possessed spiral divergence or convergence in about the same
degree. The tailless airplanes showed the least damping and greatest -
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displacekwnts ih the..oscillatory form of the moticn due to any external
disturbanc~. It appearti.aoubtfulthat this motion can be madg as tilight
for a tailless airplane’.as for E Convetitionalairplane. It was est~mated
that the criterion for sati&factOry’dan@irigof lateral oscillations with
controls free”(that the ian$litude-be damped one-half in 2 cycj,es)would
be eatisfied by both:co&v~titi ’a@M@s> ad by the large tall.1.eao
airplane with the high and ~ossibly with the metium values of Car and
the small tailless airpl.~e with the Mghest value of Cnr. !Vhesmell
tailless ai:&plane~robably would not eatjsfy this criterion when Cw
was reduced.
The reaction &f the tai.llpekair’’lanesto an Outside disturbance
8Uch a% a gust would ~ot”’beeppiecig~ly different from the reaction of
a conventional airplane. Therefore, no unueual lateral-ccntrol require-
?mnta should be enco~tered in normal steady fllght.
Investigation of the control coefflcibnts.required to complete a
zero sideslip turn showed t@t little dif~er6~e would exist between the
rolling coefficients required by a tailless air@ane and by a c~~en..
tional airplane. Tvo to three times leas-directional ccmtrcl was re-
quired for a tailless airplane and it will, therefore, show ttia greater
extent the effects of adverse or favorable yaw of’the ailerons.
The tailless airplane will require considerably less directional
control and will have slightly M.fferent motion where a change of’heM3ng
is made with rudder alone. During the initial period of such a maneuver,
the tailloee airplane will have a definite advantage elnce the r~quired
directional control la one-half to two-thirds that of the conventional
airplane. To ma5ntain the change in heading, however, the taill.ws air-
plane will require a considerably longer y-eriodof control ~plllation
than will the conventional airplane.
When the yaw which is,due to the ailerons is neglected, the-lateral
control required end the resulting sidealip -d yawing developed during
a rapid rolling maneuver made with,a+lerons alone will be nearl$ldenti.-
oal for the two types of airplanes. Aileron yfiw,however, umbeirably
amplifies the oscillation of the’tall.lessairph.no; whereas it has cnly
a negligible effect on the conventional al.Yplene.
In general, it can be expected that the mean value of the lateral
displacements in disturbed rgotionwil~ be of the same ~gnitude for a
tailless @ a conventio@ aj.rplane,but the oscillatory motion o~the
tailless airp].~ will be greater an&.considerably less damped. I?ora
desirsd degree of maneuverability, the tailless airplane will require
from one-half to one-third le~s.directional control than the conve~tional
airplane but wlu ba much more si#@ftce@ly &ffected hy small yawing
.
.
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moments such as would result frcm aileron yaw, asymmetry of pcwer, con-
struction, end SO forth.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeicmautics,
“. ..-. Moffett Field, (%lif., August ~, 1946.
,., . . . ..—..,.,
JXEPENDIX
An investigation,of tke.lateral-dynzunicmotion of an airplsm cm be
made by following a matheutical procedure presented in reference k and
modified in reference ~., Tlgistiethcdemploys unit disturbances, as de-
veloped In Eeavisidels operational calculus. The effects of the unit
disturbances can be compo~ded to give moticna”resulting frcm eny form of
outside disturbance. The unit distmbances considered in lateral motion
are unit aeceleratione about the X-axis (rolling) &d the ‘Z-aXiS(9awQ3)
and along the Y-axia (sideslipping).
Each disturbance ed”orces rolling, yawing, and stdesli_pptngmotions.
Thus, to define completely the mction resulting froman arbitrary dis-
turbance, nine equattons are requ.i.red,identical in fcr.mbut with varying
constants. For example, the equation for the rolling veloctty
sultlng from.a.unit yawing acceleration N ma~ be expressed as
p. re-
where L is a root of the stability equation end PI?O, PHZ, and so
forth, are constente involvf.ngthe roots and airplane characteristics.
Heavisidets expansicn theorem forms the General expraeaica for the
nine equations and frcm it the e~resaioxw for the constants,
~IJo~ PNLJ
and so forth, are found.
%’=’[%-l-~istw]if
where
.
.
and
f(o)
F~ = PNO
..
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f(x)
— = p~l> PN2> arp so forth
AI?’(A)
The expression F(o) and Fe(A) are identical”forall the equa-
tlone and vary only with.the value of the particular root. As shown in
reference 7, they may be found by combinin&jthe roots a8 follows:
The form of the expxeseions f(o) ari?.f(h) are different for
each variable (P, r, v) and f6r eac”hdistuzzbano6 (Y, L, N) and the
values of the expressions arediffeozmt for each Foot. The nine required
equat~om are listed below. The valm of. f(o) may be found by substi-
tuting zero for the value of h, and f(h) uj be found by”eubstitut~ng
the appropriate values of A..
.
.
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Motion
P
A= - ?b2(%+~)+.(NP+N.*)
r
L*P - M?p*+I?B&
v
g(k - Nr) - ANp
.
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The equations for q and ~ may be easily obtained.by integrat~
those for P and r. The Q and W thus obtained will be the angles
developed & rotation about the X- &d Z-axes, respectively. Dividing
the equation for v by U. gives very closely, the angle of sideslip 13.
When the stability equation yields a pair of ccqjugate complex
roots, the necessary computations are more easily made if the expressions
involving these roots are ccmbined. The exeavplepreviousw cited then
chsmges to this form:
20
.
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?u~t AZ%
pN(t) = PNO + PN= U +=pN=e J+212 +J2e at cua b(t + ~IT)
where
I+iJ=
‘N~
a real part of the complex root
b imaginary part of the complex root
~N N-= shift for the damped cQslne curve and equal to
()(l/b) tin-l ;
To convert the motion of the airplane relative to the air to motion
relative to the ground, jthefollowing equations were ueed:
Lateral distance X=JIUOS*$+V C)+ Vcos W]dt
Longitudinal dietanoe Y = JNO Gos v - v .Sin*J at”
where V. is the velocity of the airplanq as carried with the gust.
.,
I
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TABLE I.- THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
THE AIRPLAN7ZSINVESTIGATED
b 17j.2y
m 3880
1 5?.22
1= 1,959.627
IZz 3,152,17~
P .002378
Do - 26&5
cL ..600
a .1054
.
,.
t+&&
.
Airplane2 Airplane3 Airplane4
1800.0 275 296
134.0 40 I 39.
2,795 261 217.5
-------- -- 19.08 -------->-
656,121 4,584 9,800
869,060.9 14,597 10,900
.002378 .001189 .001189
264.5 626 626
- .601 .132 .102
.10.54 .0.232 .0179 -
-.005 I -.0105. ] -.0055
-.0015 I -.oo12 I -.0009
.0004 I .0016 i .0007
.11333I .o~ i .01718
%iH=EE-
-.515 -.452 -,442
-.0382 -.0058 -.0045
7
.,
.
-.
TABLE HI.- THE STABiLITY QUARTIC ROOTS, RATES OF DAMPING AND
PERIODS FOR THE AIRPLANES CONSIDERED
Atrplane2
Item Airplane1
Airplane 4
Case a Case b Case o ‘ Airplane 3 case ~ Case b Case c
A= 0.0060 0.0120 o.oo5j -0,0181 -0,0088 0.001.2 -0.0003 -0.00*
at
1/10 15 l 74 7.93 18.04 5.8 11.95 80.4 332.5 19.6
A= -3.2888 -3*9391 -3.9389 -3.9383 -8.0737 -3.8087 -3.8096 -3.8096
.-
bt ~/= .21 .1% .18 .18 .09 1 .18 .18 .18
a -.3030 -.0552 -.0811 -l 1721 -.4710 -.0739 -.1121
-.2434
% la 2.3 12.56 8.54 4.03 1=4? 9*37 6.18 2.85
b 1.2537 .833h, .83ti .8189 .4.0333 3.1222 3.1230 3.1197 .
c2Tf
-r
5.02 7*54 7*55 7.67 1.56 2.01- 2.01 2,01
aIpimefor ~pl~tude to increase or ULsh by ‘?e-tenti*
bTime for amplitude to dhinish by one-half.
‘Peniedof oscillation.
a2
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